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that is, pockets for holding air, and air cocks should be fitted at the higher
points; if the locality is liable to frost, the pipes must be buried sufficiently
deep below the surface of the ground. Alleviators or shock absorbers, some-
times called momentum valves, should be located wherever sudden changes
of velocity take place, such as near machines using intermittently a rela-
tively large quantity of pressure water; unnecessary bends, sharp corners,
and high velocities should be avoided by the use of relatively large pipes,
as the sudden stoppage of long columns of water at a high speed is a fruitful
source of failure; furthermore, high velocity through tortuous passages
tends to heat up the water, which damages leather and gutta-percha, and
sometimes causes valve seats to come loose, and thence a serious break-
down.
The pumping main, that is, the pipe connecting the pump with the
accumulator, should be separate from the service or delivery main to the
machines. Each pumping unit, whether it be single-, two-, or three-throw,
double or quadruple action, should have a separate suction supplied with
water under an effective head of not less than 10 ft. The use of an air or
vacuum vessel supplied with air under pressure is a great advantage to large
pumps which run intermittently, as it forms an elastic cushion when the
flow is stopped, and a reservoir to draw from when the pumps start; this
accessory is of particular advantage where the pumps start and stop very
rapidly.
There are two methods in common use for obtaining pressure on the
suction: the open circuit, in which water is drawn from an open-top over-
head tank, into which the return water from the hydraulic machines is
discharged; and the closed circuit, in which water is drawn from a closed
vessel, into which the return water is led against an air pressure maintained
artificially by an air compressor or from a compressed air supply; in the
latter the suction head may be easily altered if desirable.
Water most suitable for hydraulic systems is rain or distilled water free
from acid or grit; hard water should never be employed, as it not only
increases friction in glands and leathers, but forms internal encrustation in
the pipes and passages. To maintain the water free from grit, strainers
mostly of copper gauze are employed, and these are more accessible in the
open circuit when located in the overhead tank.
The periodical addition of soluble lubricant also free from acid reduces
friction and adds to the life of leathers and packings, keeping the bearing
surfaces in better condition. Frequently in oil presses oil is used as the
pressure fluid, having the advantage of not being affected to any material
extent by frost. Usually the same oil is used in circulation as is produced
by the presses, in order that no damage shall be done to the product should
there be a leakage in the oil under pressure.
In the lay-out of a hydraulic installation the pumping station should be
located in a central position. Where the machines to be operated are in
close proximity only short main is needed, and a higher velocity of flow
can be reckoned on; if, however, the machines are fixed at considerable

